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IA-AH-0001 Riot Helmet
It should protect head, face and back of the
neck against acids, inflammable liquids
and hard weight objects
Shell: ABS
Visor: 3mm
Padding: EPS
Neck: PU Leather
Head Size: 58-62 cm
Weight: 1.76Kg
Colors: Various
Standard: GA294-2001
Anti Impact: YES
Anti Stab: YES
Anti-fog: optional
Anti-scratch: optional
Anti-fire: optional
Packing: Inner box size 35x27x26cm
MATERIAL AND COLOR: Framework of the helmet should be built of a high density
polycarbonate alloy ABS o PBT in one single piece color black.
NAPE OF THE NECK AND NECK PROTECTION: Reinforced in the back part of
the neck with natural leather waterproof of 18 ±1 cm long .
HELMET INTERNAL MATERIAL
- It should be of a strong impact resisting material covered with natural leather
- It should be able to be cleaned easily
- It should have a adjustment systems to the circumference of the head
VISOR

-Injected polycarbonate in flat shape, colorless and transparent 4 mm thick
-It should be attached to the helmet with an aluminum piece that allows up and
down movement
- Anti fog treatment
- The screws that are used to make the attachment should be anti rust and rubber
sealed.
- the helmet should protect the face against water .
CHIN CLIP
Nylon strap with anti fungus chin protection used with a anti rust metallic clip
One size fit all
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IA-AH-0002 Riot Helmet
It should protect head, face and back of
the neck against acids, inflammable liquids
and hard weight objects
Shell: ABS
Visor: 2.5 mm PC
Padding: EPS
Neck: PU Leather
Head Size: 58-62 cm
Weight: 1.5Kg
Colors: Various
Standard: GA294-2001
Anti Impact: YES
Anti Stab: YES
Anti-fog: optional
Anti-scratch: optional
Anti-fire: optional
Packing: Inner box size 35x27x27cm
MATERIAL AND COLOR: Framework of the helmet should be built of a high density
polycarbonate alloy ABS o PBT in one single piece color black
NAPE OF THE NECK AND NECK PROTECTION: Reinforced in the back part of
the neck with natural leather waterproof of 18 ±1 cm long.
HELMET INTERNAL MATERIAL
- It should be of a strong impact resisting material covered with natural leather
- It should be able to be cleaned easily
- It should have a adjustment systems to the circumference of the head
VISOR

-Injected polycarbonate in flat shape, colorless and transparent 4 mm thick
-It should be attached to the helmet with an aluminum piece that allows up and
down movement
- Anti fog treatment
- The screws that are used to make the attachment should be anti rust and rubber
sealed.
- the helmet should protect the face against water.
CHIN CLIP
Nylon strap with anti fungus chin protection used with a anti rust metallic clip
Multi Sizes
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IA-AH-0005 Riot Helmet
It should protect head, face and back of
the neck against acids, inflammable liquids
and hard weight objects
Shell: ABS
Visor: 2.5 mm PC
Padding: EPS
Neck: PU Leather
Head Size: 58-62 cm
Weight: 1.37Kg
Colors: Black / White Yellow
Standard: GA294-2001
Anti Impact: YES
Anti Stab: YES
Anti-fog: optional
Anti-scratch: optional
Anti-fire: optional
High strength impact resistant 5mm ABS and PC plastic and nylon neck-protector
with 3 mm polycarbonate visor and metal frame.
Shock absorbing foam padding comfortable inner harness with 3 point suspension
system. Temperature -20°C up to 50°C, Tested according NIJ 0104.02.
Packing: Inner box size 35x27x27cm
Function: Sclerous PC, fog-proof, scratch-proof, customer can order visor capability
freely.
Body Material: Reinforced ABS, imported or indigenous material.
Material of Visor: Polycarbonate and visibility up to 85%.
Inner material: Mesh Fabric head foam padding and detachable and washable
Cloth.
Neck Protection: Natural leather waterproof of 18±1cm long.
Thickness of Visor: 3mm.

Parts: Designed to connect with ear/headphone and gas mask.
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IA-AH-0007 Riot Helmet
It should protect head, face and back of
the neck against acids, inflammable liquids
and hard weight objects
Shell: ABS
Visor: 3 mm PC & Steel
Padding: EPS
Neck: PU Leather
Head Size: 58-62 cm
Weight: 1.8Kg
Colors: Various
Standard: GA294-2001
Anti Impact: YES
Anti Stab: YES
Anti-fog: optional
Anti-scratch: optional
Anti-fire: optional
Packing: Inner box size 35x27x27cm
Function: Sclerous PC, fog-proof, scratch-proof, customer can order visor capability
freely.
Body Material: Reinforced ABS, imported or indigenous material.
Material of Visor: Polycarbonate and visibility up to 85%.
Inner material: Mesh Fabric head foam padding and detachable and washable
Cloth.

Neck Protection: Natural leather waterproof of 18±1cm long.
Thickness of Visor: 3mm.
Parts: Designed to connect with ear/headphone and gas mask.
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IA-AS001 Anti Riot Shield
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
a. The material is molded and transparent polycarbonate with at least 4 mm of
thickness;
b. Dimensions between 60 x 90 cm and 70 x 100 cm;
c. On the interior of the shield there can be written LOGO on black, over a
transparent rectangle with 30 x 13 cm, with the dimension of the letters in
accordance with, totally visible from the exterior;
d. With inside position for the stick, allowing easy handling;
e. The exterior edge will not inflict wound or trauma, even after being smashed (will
not be deformed). The edge will have black rubber, being well welded to the shield,
having not the possibility of dissociation.
f. Protection and transport cover, with flexibility, allowing a fast extraction of the
shield, keeping outside the black handling.
The screws or the rivets used will be of inoxidable steel with rings on the interior
and on the exterior, in order to increase their resistance and avoid the breaking of
the shield.
- Material: UV stabilized polycarbonate sheet with 95% transparency
- Shape: rectangular
- Length: 1200 ± 10 mm
- Breadth: 600 ± 10 mm.
-Thickness: 3.0 tp 4.00 ± 0.50 mm.
- Weight: 3.20 kgs ± 100 gms
Sizes
120*50*4cm
90*50*3cm,
90*60*3cm,
100*50*3cm,
100*60*3cm
120*50*4cm
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